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Article # 1 

SAMSUNG GALAXY S3 FEEL IT TO BELIEVE 

IT   by Marks Wayne 

Samsung mobiles have been in the markets for a long time now and it is not a wonder that 

they have become a global giant having a upper hand in many different segments. But with 

the onset of the smart phone concept, the whole picture changed and as all segments are 

getting introduced to the smart phone concept, all the companies are trying their best to come 

up with good products that will be satisfying to them all. With the kind of competition it has 

not been easy for Samsung but they have come up with some of the world class devices 

earlier to and still they continue the same trend as they have now come up with the new 

Samsung galaxy S3 which is an ultimate device in the galaxy series. Now it has been 

introduced into several markets worldwide and is primarily targeted at the higher 

segment.The 4.8 inch screen makes a very big difference during the daily uses. Bigger screen 

means lesser scrolling. This feature becomes very useful during net surfing as the user will be 

available to see more at one scroll due to the big screen. It has a super AMOLED screen that 

gives the best quality display, crisp and most colorful at 16M colors. The amount of power 

saved by the screen is also an additional advantage. The corning gorilla glass 2 gives an 

ample amount of protection making the galaxy s3 display quite reliable.HD is the new in 

thing. Everybody wants to be able to play HD videos and watch movies in HD. Well, this 

phone takes you a step ahead and gives you the facility to record HD videos. With its 8 MP 

primary camera one can not only capture HD videos but also images and enhance them using 

the various features like the image stabilization, face & smile detection. The secondary 

camera of 1.9 MP is also a highlight that takes the galaxy S3 to a league of its own. The 

android 4 OS (ice cream sandwich) makes it a real fun to navigate through the phone and the 

1.4 GHz Cortex processor makes the Samsung galaxy s3 very fast in execution of the 

applications. 

PrepayMania is a UK based online mobile portal that known for cheap mobile offers as well 

as Samsung galaxy s3 Deals like in UK. Glance through the extensive range of popular 

brands which we have categorized just according to your requirements.  

About the Author 

Author's Bio 

This article was written by marks wayne who is known for writing judicious reviews 

regarding popular Mobile Phones like Samsung galaxy s3. Glance through the extensive 

range of popular brands which PrepayMania have categorized just according to your 

requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.prepaymania.co.uk/mobilephone/samsung-galaxy-s3-i9300-android-sim-free-unlocked-mobile-phone-white.html
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Article # 2 

Convert DVD to Video, Watch DVD on Samsung 

Galaxy S3   by Techfreak 

Samsung Galaxy S3 - what is your expectation? 

A good smartphone, not good enough: Rumors are everywhere before the launch, about the 

processor, the screen, better hardware, better software, better design. All are disclosed now. 

In short, Samsung launched a good smartphone with outstanding features, but not good 

enough. Do not meet the public expectations. Like the iPhone 4S after the 4, it offers iterative 

improvements over its predecessor, but the total effect is to create a radically innovative new 

device. Do you think S3 can compete with HTC One X? Will Samsung Galaxy S2 remain the 

top in smarphone sale? Nokia Lumia 900 is a powerful rival? How about Samsung Galaxy 

Note and Song Xperia S? 

The S3 also features a 4.8" display, one of the largest on the market, and the ability to 

automatically initiate a call to a contact onscreen when the phone is held up to its user's face. 

Samsung has also added voice control, similar to Apple's 'personal assistant' Siri, and will 

offer 50GB of online storage via a partnership with Dropbox.com. Besides, removable 

battery and Micro SD card are attractive features with S3. 

4.8" big screen - Good for watching videos on the go! 

Samsung Galaxy S3 features with a 4.8" screen, good for watching your favorite DVD 

movies with it on the go! How? Easy if you have Any DVD Cloner Platinum 

DVD to Samsung Galaxy S3 Converter / Ripper Key Features 

1. Remove encrypted copy protections 

2. A complete DVD cloner and ripper - clone/copy/rip DVD with perfect quality 

3. Convert DVD to five different and commonly used video codec: MP4, AVI, MKV, M4V 

and OGM. 

4. Customized settings for video, audio and picture are supportable, make you perfect video 

by yourself freely! 

You may not be convinced until you have a free trial. 

Convert DVD to Samsung Galaxy S3 with only 4 steps: 

Any DVD Cloner Platinum is an all-in-one DVD copier and ripper software for decoding 

copy protection, copy DVD to DVD and on hard drive. What's more, ripping DVD to videos 

with five different video codec is another important function.  
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Step 1: Install Any DVD Cloner Platinum on PC, and insert DVD into DVD drive. For Mac 

users; please go to Any DVD Cloner Platinum for Mac. 

Step 2: Launch Any DVD Cloner Platinum, and click "Open DVD"; and DVD titles would be 

listed in the ripper. The longest title of the whole DVD movie will be selected by the program 

automatically. If you need to rip other titles, you can select them manually. 

Step 3: Go to "DVD Ripper" operation panel, choose "Normal". You can see "MP4" is 

selected in "Output Format". It means a MP4 video file will be generated after the ripping 

process is done. Wanna Change the video codec for the output file? Easy! Click "More 

Settings" button, go to the customized operation panel. 

Step 4: Click "Start", let the ripping process starts. 

When the ripping process completes, a window will popup and you can see the output video 

file, transfer the file to Samsung Galaxy S3 SD Card, and you can watch movies freely!  

About the Author 

Know more about DVD copy, DVD rip, DVD conversion, Video conversion at DVDSmith 
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Article # 3 

The Exciting Samsung Galaxy S3 Has An Innovative 

User Interface   by Chris Westley 

The wait is finally over! The Samsung Galaxy S3 was officially unveiled moments ago at 

London's Earl's Court. After months of speculation and rumours, the specs are now 

confirmed. Samsung's new flagship boasts some of the most innovative smartphone features 

we have seen, and I will look at a couple of these in this article. 

A lot of emphasis is being placed on making the upgraded TouchWiz interface as intuitive as 

possible. For example, if you are reading a text message and wish to call the person who sent 

it straight away, simply lift the handset to your ear and the phone will automatically call them 

without having to press anything on the screen. This process is made possible thanks to the 

built-in proximity sensor along with an advanced motion sensor. 

The all new 'S-Voice' feature offers Samsung's most advanced voice recognition features to 

date. Just like the Siri feature on the highly popular Apple iPhone 4S, users can command the 

phone to find information such as weather forecasts or check schedules and even carry out 

tasks such as sending messages simply by voice activation.  

The Samsung Galaxy S3 comes with a front facing camera as you may expect, however this 

can carry out more than just self portrait photos, videos and video calls. One of the most 

impressive features of the handset is that it can follow the movements of your eyes. This will 

recognise when you are looking at the screen, so the screen will not lock after a preset time as 

has been the case on previous smartphones. In addition, it will recognise when you are no 

longer looking at the phone so the screen will lock in order to preserve battery power. 

The Samsung Galaxy S3 sports an 8 mega pixel camera, and although many were expecting a 

12 mega pixel offering, it sees numerous innovations which immediately puts it among the 

ranks of the most user friendly cameras out there. Because the handset has a quad-core 

processor, there is zero shutter lag when you press the capture button. Also, there is the new 

'Burst Shot' feature. This will take 8 photographs consecutively and the built in software will 

then recommend the best one for you to save. 

The Samsung Galaxy S3 is also the first Smartphone to offer true wireless charging (wireless 

charger sold separately). Simply place the handset onto the charger and resonance technology 

charges the phone without the need to plug it into a charger. 

Of course there is plenty more to the Samsung Galaxy S3 of them the features outlined 

above. Look out for my upcoming articles, where I will cover everything you need to know 

about the biggest Android smartphone release of the year. 

About the Author 

Discover the top Galaxy S3 offers and iPhone 4S contract prices at PhonesLimited.co.uk 

 

http://www.phoneslimited.co.uk/Samsung/Galaxy+S3.html
http://www.phoneslimited.co.uk/Apple/iPhone+4S+16GB.html
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Article # 4 

Latest Samsung Galaxy S3 Is a Pocket Doctor   by 

Jimmy Fallon 

The Samsung Galaxy S3 is the smart gadget that would improve your health with the help of 

S Health app and helps you in leading a healthy life. 

Making phone calls, taking pictures, sending messages and more fantastic apps are now 

getting older. The most latest news is that the Samsung Galaxy S3 can help you out in 

answering the question that How are you feeling now with the help of the new and innovative 

S health app. The S health app would keep a record of your health such as information 

regarding blood pressure, blood sugar, weight, calorific rate, your diet, and exercise required. 

This fantastic S health app is very much friendly with numerous of healthcare sensors like the 

blood pressure monitors, body composition scales and blood glucose meters.  

Also by plugging in a USB cable or by means of Bluetooth easily the S health app join to the 

handset wirelessly. Apart from all these if you any information from your side then you may 

type yourself the information regarding what you've eaten, what exercise you've performed 

and moreover what medication you have opted. Once filled the data in the health app then it 

would automatically with its intelligence create the graphs or the tables. So with the help of 

these charts you may track the health readings accordingly over time with this bearing in 

mind how your health improves. 

This app has public networking options too so if you want to get posted to your friends and 

family that how are you doing or if you want to encourage yourself by means of public 

shaming. Also through online health updates and messages can be posted to Twitter. There 

are many more app services available in Galaxy S3 and you may get this S Health app in 

addition to this there is a link to download the app into your smart phone. 

The Samsung Galaxy S3 would cancel the possible risk of cancer from the smart phones. If 

with the help of this super technology you want to maintain your health then you may check 

this fitness gadget that provide you fitness training and improving your health. You have 

heard about many gadgets with extraordinary features but the S3 is the super smart phone in 

the world which is very much concerned about the health of its user so get it. 

Find the top seller android mobile and cheapest galaxy phone with best teriff plan - galaxy s3 

deals uk  

About the Author 

Jimmy Fallon is expert telecomes advisor. He possesses best knowledge in Mobile 

technology. He writes articles on samsung galaxy s3 deals and galaxy s3 contract  

Get the other information please visit here: http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/ 

 

 

http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/
http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/
http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/
http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/galaxy-s3-contract.html
http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/
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Article # 5 

Download Movies To Samsung Galaxy S With Free 

Flash Video Downloader 

Samsung Galaxy S is the best Samsung smart phones in the market. This gadget is loaded 

with jaw dropping features and has eye popping looks. The looks constitutes a big 4.0 inches 

Super AMOLED capacitive touchscreen that features TouchWiz 3.0 UI, Multi-touch input 

method, Accelerometer sensor for UI auto-rotate, Touch-sensitive controls, Proximity sensor 

for auto turn-off and Swype text input these features makes the handset more easy to operate. 

 

With a big 4.0 inches screen, we may enjoy favorite movies in it. Is it possible to download 

movies/films to Samsung Galaxy S? Hope to play free movies for Galaxy S? How to free 

download movies for Galaxy S? Which one is the best movie downloader for Samsung 

Galaxy S? 

 

Well. The guide will do a nice favor for you, mainly showing you how to free download 

movies for Galaxy S by using a good free web video downloader tool – Foxreal YouTube 

FLV Downloader. 

 

Step by Step Guides: 

 

Step 1: Download Foxreal YouTube FLV Downloader for free, install and run it. 

 

Step 2: Go to the video site you hope to download.  

You can directly type in the video-sharing website to browse the website. Or, you can open 

the website by clicking the link from Foxreal Video Website Library. 

 

Step 3: Auto-detect movie URL for download. When you are previewing the movie on its 

page, the free web video downloader will capture the movie URL(s) automatically and list it 

or them in the Detection URL list. 

 

Step 4: Create movie download task(s).  

Highlight the movie URL(s) you plan to download and then click the download icon to create 

the download task(s) in the new pop-up window - New Download. 

 

URL – Display the movie URL you want to download.  

Save as – Rename the movie. If not, the downloader tool will automatically save the movie 

file as its original one.  

Save to – Determine where to save the output file on your PC  

Library – Manage the movie in Library tab. 

 

Step 5: Start to download movies.  

Click “OK” button in the New Download, you are able to begin downloading the online 

movie for Galaxy S. Only for a while, you will get the movie/film file and then put and play 

movies on Galaxy S for your great enjoyments. By the way, the free movie downloader 

supports downloading multiple movie files at the same time. To a large extent, it is really a 

good timesaver. 
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Tips:  

If interested, you can also upgrade to the Foxreal YouTube FLV Downloader Pro which 

supports to convert movies for Samsung Galaxy S. What’s more, this web video converter 

supports UPnP connectivity and converts TiVo, EVO, MOV(QuickTime), MXF, DVR, DV, 

MVI, MTS, M2TS, MOD, TOD, MKV, AVI, WMV, F4V, 3GO, DVD, MP4, etc. with 

perfect video quality. Hope it helps!  

By: Paltrow Gwyneth  

Article Directory: http://www.articledashboard.com 

The guide will do a nice favor for you, mainly showing you how to free download movies for 

Galaxy S by using a good free web video downloader tool – Foxreal YouTube FLV 

Downloader. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.articledashboard.com/profile/Paltrow-Gwyneth-/300600
http://www.articledashboard.com/
http://www.foxreal.com/youtube-downloader/
http://www.foxreal.com/youtube-downloader/
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Article # 6 
 

The Ultimate Battery of Galaxy S3 Performs Very 

Well in Its Test   by Jimmy Fallon 

The long lasting battery life of Samsung galaxy S3 has stolen the heart of every admirer. 

For launching the gadget as soon as possible the battery of Samsung galaxy S3 is subjected 

for the test and the results are in favor of the company. There is a green signal for its power-

sapping quad core chip and now there are no more fears regarding this handset. Now the 

users can put their hands on this new super phone as the gadget has successfully passed the 

examination. The smart phone provides the facility of more than 10 hours talk time so 

naturally it would beat its predecessor Galaxy S2 as it give 8.5 hours of talk time moreover 

S3 is very far away from the iphone4S as it gives 7 hours 40 minutes of talk time. 

The video playback feature of the S3 is full of self confidence as it is keep on moving for just 

about more than 10 hours whereas iphone 4S manages for 9 hours and 20 minutes and S2 

manages for 8 hours. These figure of difference created more excitement about the new 

Galaxy S3. It's quite obvious that the big 4.8 inch super AMOLED screen would definitely 

possess a huge battery that is a energetic quad-core processor. Looking at such innovative 

features of Samsung it seems that the company can fill up many more powerful sources 

within the soft shell. 

But when discussing about web browsing the S3 battery fall down and just last for more than 

five hours which is a very les time period whereas on web browsing the battery of iphone 4S 

last for about seven hours. But if comparing with S2 it is far better as the galaxy S2 battery 

last for four hours 30 minutes so purchasing free galaxy s3 deals @ 

http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/ is a good option. Another option for the long 

lasting battery or you require a long battery life then keep your Wi-Fi off and also keep it 

away from the 3G connection and by doing so you get another hour or two. 

Samsung likes to offer variety of software tweaks to its gadgets moreover before it launching 

the company wants to make the gadget as useful as possible for the entire networks across the 

Britain. So handling the battery life variety of ways is a wonderful start. The gadget would 

definitely clear the test taken by the user in its own way. 

Check out the best smartphone with best offers - samsung galaxy s3 deals @ 

http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/ 

About the Author 

Jimmy Fallon is expert telecomes advisor. He possesses best knowledge in Mobile 

technology. He writes articles on best galaxy s3 deals and galaxy s3 deals 

Get the other information please visit here : http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/ 

 

http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/
http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/
http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/
http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/
http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/
http://www.bestsamsunggalaxys3deals.co.uk/
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Article # 7 

Galaxy S3: A Powerful Feature-Packed Cell Phone   

by Criss Heddly 

Are you looking for a feature-rich, smart, elegant and user-friendly mobile phone? Want your 

handset to belong to a good and reliable brand? In such a case, the option of Galaxy S3 by 

Samsung can be a good choice for you. This is a latest mobile gadget available in the market 

which has been brought by the globally popular Samsung mobile phone brand. This phone 

has stylish designing and sleek looks. Moreover, this cell phone is bestowed with lots of 

high-end features and advanced specifications.  

This handset is an improved version of Samsung Galaxy S2. The Galaxy series of Samsung is 

really very popular among millions of people all over the world and now by bringing this 

mobile handset this brand is once again set to win the hearts of many, especially youth. This 

cell phone can be perfectly used for both personal and professional purposes. This dual-core 

smartphone by Samsung may help the users to get entertained all the time and can easily use 

a lot many exciting apps in a great way.  

This smartphone by Samsung mobile manufacturing Company is equipped with a 4.65 inch 

super AMOLED touch capacitive screen. This handset supports Android Ice Cream 

Sandwich edition v4.0 and comes powered with a quad core 2.0 GHZ processor. This lovely 

mobile phone uses a powerful battery of 2,250 mAh, which may help you to enjoy non-stop 

talks with your near and dear ones for long hours. 

The Samsung Galaxy S3 mobile handset is also endowed with a wonderful 10 mega pixel 

camera. The camera facilities includes auto focus and LED flash. Furthermore, mobile phone 

users can even record 1080p HD video @60fps. Some of the highlight features of Galaxy S3 

handset are slimmest smartphone ever in the market till date, supported with portable 4G, 3rd 

generation Super AMOLED 3S screen and NFC chip.  

In order to attract more and more users, Samsung has teamed up with top network operators 

of UK such as O2, Orange, Three, T-mobile, Virgin and Vodafone. These network suppliers 

offer some exciting deals with the Galaxy S3 cell phone including pay monthly, PayG and 

contract deals. Users will get benefited with free gifts and many great incentives under 

contract and pay monthly deals. In this way, you can now easily enjoy hassle free 

communication with your loved ones by using your favorite Galaxy S3 phone by Samsung.  

Consider online mobile phone market you check out the price of the device and its detailed 

features and specs with a simple click of mouse. Moreover, you can also compare all mobile 

phone deals in a careful way, which may helps you to find the best one at affordable rates.  

About the Author 

Criss Heddly is a famous content writer in the UK. He gives his valuable thoughts to his 

regular readers. For more information about Galaxy S3 Visit at www.galaxys3uk.co.uk 

 

http://www.galaxys3uk.co.uk/
http://www.galaxys3uk.co.uk/
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Article # 8 

The Samsung Galaxy S2-Intuitive Text Form 

Swiftkey X    by Emma Rosher 

The Samsung Galaxy S2 is a very popular mobile phone that lets users keep in touch with 

their friends and family via a number of different methods. For people who do not like to 

conduct an actual phone call then the model is capable of sending e mails, SMS messages and 

IM messages. One thing all of these services have in common is that the user needs to 

compose the content on the virtual keypad that the phone boasts. We take a look at SwiftKey 

X, an excellent piece of software for the Galaxy S2 that helps users who are compiling 

messages. 

SwiftKey X has achieved more than 5 million downloads which helps to illustrate just how 

useful this application can be. The software is designed to make typing easier on Android 

phones like the Samsung Galaxy S2 and on tablet devices like the Galaxy Tab. The 

application uses a very clever word prediction engine that helps the handset guess the next 

word that you are going to type. Obviously it takes time for a phone to learn your personal 

typing habits so users will find that the more they use this impressive software the more 

accurate its predictions will become. In addition to predicting the words that you are likely to 

use it also learns your method of typing to help it accurately correct any typing errors that 

may occur. SwiftKey X can actually perform scans on your Facebook, Twitter and GMail 

accounts so it can familiarise itself with your vocabulary and words that you like to use. This 

helps the software deliver accurate results with the end result being the much quicker 

composition of messages. 

SwiftKey X is one of the best selling applications for the Samsung Galaxy S2 and for a 

limited time the developers are offering the application with a 25% reduction off the regular 

price from the Android Marketplace. The latest version of the software features some 

improvements over older versions. One of the main changes on this new version is 

improvements when compiling short and informal messages. Up to 35 different languages 

can also be supported by the software including Arabic and Hebrew. The Galaxy S2 uses a 

high quality capacitive touchscreen which measures 4.3inches. Thanks to the large size of 

this display the SwiftKey X keyboard can use large buttons which proves more effective than 

the smaller variety that can be found on some models that use smaller displays.  

SwiftKey X is the most popular keyboard application for the Samsung Galaxy S2. The 

impressive software does a great job of learning what you like to say thanks to its use of other 

accounts on the phone and in turn offers accurate predictions which help you to quickly and 

easily compile messages.  

The Samsung Galaxy S2 is available now and the Samsung Galaxy S3 is coming soon.  

About the Author 

The author writes about a range of mobile phones 

 

http://www.phoneslimited.co.uk/Samsung/Galaxy+S2.html
http://www.phoneslimited.co.uk/Samsung/Galaxy+S3.html
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Article # 9 

The Samsung Galaxy S III I 9300 Full Specifications 

Technology Review   by VINCENT ZHENG 

The Samsung Galaxy S III I 9300 full specifications technology review:The Samsung galaxy 

s iii has come up with new human intelligence technology which will leading the smart phone 

industry revolutionary, since it new release on the US market, it has draw massive attention 

to the crowd, let's find out the Samsung galaxy s3 full features here. 

Samsung Galaxy S III Dimension: 5.38 x 2.78 x 0.34 inchesSamsung Galaxy S 3 net weight: 

4.73 ouncesTouch control: touch sensitive finger sensor controlWireless 2g network signal: 

GSM 850,900,1800,1900Wireless 3g network signal: HSDPA 850,900,1900,2100, can access 

to ATNT 4G HSPA.Wireless 4g network: LTE network regional signal, but would be more 

and more area coverage and faster speed. 

Samsung Galaxy S III sound specs: Smart phone alert type is "vibration,MP3, WAV ring 

tones",loudspeaker, 3.5mm phone jack also available.Smart intelligent user interface: voice 

instant react commands and touch screen technology sensor movements make this 

smartphone smarter. 

Samsung Galaxy S 3 Camera specs: 8 Mp megapixels built in, 3264Ã--2448 pixels, auto lens 

focus zoom, LED flash lightHD video and image recording at the same time, geography 

location-tagging, touch screen focus, face and smile quick priority detection,image 

stabilization technology,4x digital zoom,live video capture and playback,1.9MP front-facing 

camera. 

Samsung Galaxy S III music specs: Samsung music player, Google Play Music subscription 

service,most player is compatibleMusic main supported file format: AAC, MP4, 3GP, WMF, 

MKV, AVI, iMelody,FLV, AMR-NB, AMR-WB, MIDI-0, MIDI-1, MP3, WAV, XMF, 

FLAC, OGGSamsung Galaxy S III i9300 Text messaging system: you can Insert pictures, 

video clips and sound clips, do instant phone call without dial the phone numbers.Instant 

Messaging specs: Google talk, Google plus messengerSamsung Galaxy S III application 

media: come with different ring tones, all share cast app, media hub, chat on, smart voice talk 

command,Google market placeSamsung Galaxy S III Text messaging: you can Insert 

pictures, video clips and sound clips, do instant phone call without dial the phone numbers. 

Instant Messaging: Google talk, Google plus messenger 

Galaxy S III Camera: 8 Mp megapixels built in, 3264Ã--2448 pixels, auto lens focus, LED 

flash light 

HD video and image recording at the same time, geography-tagging, touch screen focus, face 

and smile quick priority detection 

image stabilization technology,4x digital zoom,Live video capture and playback,1.9MP 

Front-facing Camera 

Galaxy S III application & media: come with different ring tones, all share cast app, media 

hub, chat on, smart voice talk command, Flipboard (SM) 

Media Tech: BLUETOOTH wireless connectivity,USB connectivity,Hands-free 
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speakerphone,Voice dialing and voice commands,TTY/TTD Compatible 

Apps: calendar,alarm clock, personal organizer, address book, conference calling and more 

more 

Wireless connectivity Technology: Bluetooth wireless connectivity,USB connectivity,Hands-

free speakerphone,Voice dialing and voice commands,TTY/TTD CompatibleSamsung Apps: 

calendar,alarm clock, personal organizer, address book, conference calling and more more. 

YOU CAN FIND OUT MORE ABOUT SAMSUNG GALAXY S III I9300 TECHNOLOGY 

SPECIFICATION 

http://buysamsunggalaxys3.info/  

About the Author 

I am Internet marketer,sharing best product review in the market to help customers to find out 

the best review information on line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://buysamsunggalaxys3.info/
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Article # 10 

An Eye Tracking Smartphone - Samsung 

I9300Galaxy S3   by Paul Smith 

 

A Korean corporation named Samsung Electronics is specialist in the field of information 

technology and electronics. Its domination in the world market is tremendous achieving the 

eighth position in the revenue and sales areas. It has swept various shores since they are the 

largest manufacturer of mobiles and computers. The thirst for mobiles accessed with internet 

has globally driven people to buy the right one. Samsung launched its much awaited phone 

"Samsung I9300Galaxy S3" to compete with its predecessor. It released the smart phone on 

the motto "three times a charm". The theme was inspired by the way it seems, listens and 

responds. The Samsung I9300 Galaxy S III Price is discussed later in this article. 

The newer interface includes a pairing with Android's Ice-cream Sandwich model and the 

TouchWiz. It features an "S voice" activated by just saying the term "Hi Galaxy". This 

feature is called an "eye tracking", where your phone is active when you look at the display 

directly. It has a super sized screen of 4.8inch Big Mac McDonald's having resolution up to 

720p. Its touch is of AMOLED capacitive type carrying 16M color intensities. The PenTile 

Matrix display is covered with a Gorilla Glass of lesser reflection. The internal memory is 

expanded to 16GB/32GB. A 2100mAh battery extends the usage time of phone to nearly 12 

hours. 

The dimensions of the Smartphone are 136.6 x 70.6 x 8.6mm of 133 grams weight. It carries 

a rear camera of 8MP and a front camera to 1.9MP autofocus. The video recorder is of HD 

type having 1080 pixels. It thus assures you of the best looks guaranteeing 8 shots 

automatically making sure not to miss even a smile. Being designed for us, the phone drags a 

picture in technology, letting you watch a HD video on another window and texting 

simultaneously. For connectivity the smart phones supports Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and 3G. Its 

bundled with applications like you tube, Picasa and Facebook. Additional Google services 

provided are play books, navigation, Google movies, and download. 

The smart phone has been released in major cities and countries worldwide on May 2012. 

Samsung Galaxy Mobile price generally is EURO €600. Samsung's lucrative market being 

India launches its successful products to create a successful you. Samsung mobile price in 

India ranges from Rs 30,000 onwards.  

Subjected to new features Samsung I9300 Galaxy S III price is Rs 38,900 (INR). Best offers 

can be available online at lower prices. It grows smarter by fulfilling the needs just by 

thinking and acting.  
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About the Author 

Paul Smith is well known author who provide helpful information about Samsung I9100 

Galaxy S2, Samsung I9300 Galaxy S III and Samsung Wave 3 etc, through Online Shopping 
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Article # 11 

Samsung Galaxy S3: A Handset With A Difference!   

by Criss Heddly 

The mobile phone manufacturers are in tight competition with one another and than can be 

witnessed quite easily on simply having a look at the mobile phone world market. Everyday 

one after another brand is launching its handsets and all are in the race of releasing highly 

featured smartphones. No stone seems to be left unturned by the manufacturers on appealing 

the mobile phone buyers as the buyers today look for the best features and over-all 

performance by a handset. Samsung too is one of the forerunners in this race who has also 

brought its new model the Samsung Galaxy SIII to the market. There is almost everything in 

this new handset by Samsung that can win your heart and make you go for it without wasting 

a minute. The best ones out of the key features integrated in the phone include:An extra 

memory card slot for storage expansion up to 32GB along with an internal memory of 

16GBEasy to access pages like Google Search, Google Talk, Gmail, Maps, YouTube, and 

Picasa integration etcFast internet browsing through HTML and Adobe FlashImage/video 

editor for fun in editing the images and videos capturedDocument editor (Word, Excel, 

PowerPoint, PDF) for viewing official files in the phone Total protection of the display 

through Corning Gorilla GlassEasy and hassle-free support of attest software and apps 

through the Android OS, v4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich) Operating SystemOn the go 

entertainment through MP4/DivX/XviD/WMV/H.264/H.263 player and 

MP3/WAV/eAAC+/AC3/FLAC playerInstant clicking of best scenes through the 8MP 

integrated camera having a resolution of 3264x2448 pixels, autofocus, touch focus, LED 

flash, image stabilization, face and smile detection and many other featuresVideo recording at 

ease through the same camera GPS with A-GPS support and GLONASSMultitouch and 

Touch-sensitive controls with TouchWiz UI v4.0 and so onThere is an uncountable variety in 

the specifications of the Samsung Galaxy S3 and the buyers would therefore, have to have 

patience in order to fully get acquainted with it. Apart from the in-built music and video 

payer, the mobile phone sports a Stereo FM radio with RDS as well that let the user listen to 

different varieties of music without having any collection of those. Also, you can increase 

your collection of songs, videos and wall papers any time you want by either collecting these 

from the PC or from your friends. To get easily touched with the mobile devices like laptop, 

handset etc, it has microUSB v2.0 (MHL), USB On-the-go and Bluetooth v4.0 with A2DP, 

EDR connectivity. Later on, you can enjoy the collected videos on your TV screen as well by 

getting the connected to the television through the TV-out (via MHL A/V link) cable.  
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CLICK HERE FOR THE SAMSUNG GALAXY SIII GT-i9300 16GB MARBLE 
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